The problem of aircraft conflict avoidance for Air Traffic Management systems is studied. In the scenario, aircraft are considered to fly within a shared three-dimensional airspace and not allowed to approach close less than a minimum safe separation during their flights in order to avoid various conflicts. This paper proposes a formulation of the three- 
119 three-dimensional aircraft conflict detection and resolution with multiple heterogeneous aircraft 120 under wind uncertainty by combining with the conflict detection algorithm. Based on dynamic 121 programming, Vasyliev [29] proposed a method of multi-objective conflict resolution between 122 two aircraft using heading angle, velocity, and altitude changes. Chen et al. [30] developed a 123 model with the non-differentiable disjunctive conflict avoidance constraints constructed by 124 integrating a probability density function to address the three-dimensional aircraft conflict 125 resolution. The approach produces conflict-free maneuvers and minimal and negligible 126 approximation errors. Vasyliev [31] presented the conflict-free flight trajectories in three-127 dimensional airspace developed through multi-objective dynamic programming and selection of 128 the optimal combination with the convolution of optimality criteria. Lehouillier et al. [32] 129 tackled the conflict resolution problem using a new variant of the minimum-weight maximum-130 cardinality clique model. Cafieri et al. [33] proposed an optimal control model with the 131 minimization of the integral over a time window to solve the aircraft conflict avoidance problem, 132 where aircraft separation is achieved by changing the velocity of aircraft. The model provides 133 smooth solutions in terms of computational time. Most of the previous methods based on 134 mathematical programming to tackle the conflict avoidance problem are mainly focused on the 135 situation of two-dimensional airspace, and the three-dimensional conflict avoidance problems 136 solved by using the MIP model are studied less. Two different assumptions are made respectively in most previous models. One is that each 141 aircraft is only allowed to perform instantaneously velocity change or heading angle change for 142 the conflict avoidance, and the other is that no conflict between aircraft occurs at initial time. 143 This is unrealistic for aircraft to make only one specific type of maneuver (heading angle or 144 velocity) to avoid conflict. So in this paper, we consider aircraft separation achieved by a 145 combinational maneuver of heading angle and velocity changes. Specifically, the three-146 dimensional aircraft conflict avoidance problem is formulated as Mixed Integer Non-Linear 147 Programming (MINLP) model by allowing aircraft to change simultaneously both heading angle 148 and velocity for avoiding various possible conflicts. 149 The MINLP model is solved using a state-of-the-art global optimization solver. Numerical 150 studies verify the benefit of the proposed combination of the two considered aircraft separation 151 maneuvers, thus validating the proposed approach. In addition, the model can obtain the optimal 152 solution of the problem in a short computational time to resolve effectively the conflict between 153 aircraft, and its performance is superior to those of the previous conflict avoidance models with 154 one maneuver in terms of time and quality of solution. 155 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the MINLP model for the 156 aircraft conflict avoidance problem in three-dimensional airspace, where the potential conflict is 157 avoided by simultaneously performing the heading angle and velocity changes. Section 3 reports 158 numerical experiments as well as the main results obtained by solving the MINLP model versus 159 the previous models which focus on one maneuver. And, finally, conclusion and outlines for 160 future research are drawn in Section 4. Given a finite set F of aircraft sharing the same three-dimensional airspace and flying in it. 167 Each aircraft f in F is identified in a three-dimensional coordinate system by the quintet
168
, which gives its position and space direction (shown in Fig 1) . The main ) ( ( , and otherwise, no conflict. To achieve the separation, each aircraft is allowed to change
208 simultaneously its heading angle and velocity in our model for the conflict resolution. 209 Assume that the theory of uniform motion law and relative motion are applied in the heading 210 angle and velocity changes for the three-dimensional aircraft conflict avoidance problem, whose 211 equations for position of aircraft and at time are as follows:
According to Fig 1, the velocity vector of aircraft and can be described, respectively: i j , i.e., the relative velocity between aircraft and .
The initial relative position of aircraft with respect to aircraft is :
The parametric equation of any line with respect to time is defined as , 
Apparently, the left-hand side of the constraint (16) 
255 As for the objective function, our choice is to minimize the total cost of the sum of the positive 256 and negative variations for the heading angle and velocity maneuver, that is
258 The full formulation for the MINLP model is summarized below, including all the aspects that 259 have been studied above. 
For each pair of aircraft and , the objective function for the QP to be solved is 303 Two types of initial aircraft configurations are considered. First, n aircraft are occupied the 304 three-dimensional space enclosed by the surface of the outer sphere of radius 100 nm. Second, n 305 aircraft are randomly distributed on a cube of edge 100 nm and fly in it according to the pre -306 randomly set path. The initial velocity of each aircraft is set to 0.55 nm/s (nautical miles per 307 second) and the two angles of direction including the heading angle and track angle between   308 and  . The minimum safe separation is set to 5 nm. The cases with different numbers of aircraft 309 are randomly generated based on the above three initial configurations, and each case is 310 composed of five instances in order to simulate a more realistic scenario. 311 For ease of simulation, the cost-related parameters for the objective functions are fixed at 1 in all 312 of the instances: 314 The headings of the tables for case studies are as follows: n, number of aircraft; n cons , number of 315 constraints; n cont , number of continuous variables; n int , number of integer variables contained in 316 continuous variables; n acont and n aint , number of continuous and integer variables contained in 317 auxiliary variables; Ci_n, i =1, 2, case where i and n denote the two different initial 318 configurations described above and the number of aircraft in consideration, respectively; n c , 319 number of potential conflict; n hth , number of head-to-head conflicts; n nc , number of unresolved 320 conflicts; time, computational time (s) to obtain the optimal solution; obj, objective function 321 value of the model; M VC , the previous conflict avoidance model with Table 2 and 3 report the objective function values obtained by solving models M vc , M hac and 331 M vc+hac as well as the required computational time. Additionally, the tables show the number of 332 potential conflict situations that take place. Finally, the number of head-to-head conflicts and 333 unresolved conflicts are also reported, respectively. Notice that for each case, the results for time 334 and obj are averages of five instances. 335 It can be observed in Table 2 and 3 that for all the cases we performed, the proposed MINLP 336 model significantly improves the solution in terms of computational time and quality of solution. 337 On the one hand, as expected, most of conflicts can be solved by adjusting slightly velocity in a 338 shorter computational time, but the velocity change only allowed for the aircraft is insufficient to 339 resolve some difficult conflict situations like head-to-head conflict (see column n nc in Table 2 340 and 3, respectively), since they must be avoided by performing the HAC maneuver. On the other 341 hand, M hac model have a good performance for solving various possible conflicts. However, the 342 magnitude of the variations is far larger in the heading angle of all aircraft than in the one of 343 M vc+hac model (see column obj in Table 2 and 3, respectively). This means that the solution 344 provided by the M hac model could cause aircraft to consume enormous amounts of fuel to adjust 345 heading angle for keeping the separation. The M vc+hac model with combined maneuvers of 346 velocity and heading angle, by contrast, is easier to avoid conflicts by slightly making heading 347 angle and velocity variations, thus saving fuel and ensuring the safety of flights. Additionally, 348 M vc+hac model requires less the computational time for obtaining the optimal solution compared 349 with M ha c model. This makes it more suitable for solving three-dimensional aircraft conflict 350 avoidance problem in real life, providing timely decision for pilots. 351 The relative gap is employed to further testify the improvement of the MINLP model. Table 4 In a word, the MINLP model is superior than the previous aircraft conflict 361 avoidance models with one maneuver in solving aircraft conflict avoidance problem. 362 Two instances included in C1-8 and C2-8 cases are taken as examples to discuss the conflict 363 resolution of the MINLP model in detail. Here, two types of figures are presented to describe the 364 process of aircraft conflict avoidance, respectively. One shows the initial flight trajectories of 365 eight aircraft before maneuvers are performed, and the other is the corresponding measures of 366 conflict resolution after changing both heading angle and velocity simultaneously, as shown in 367 Fig 3 and Fig 4. 368 Fig 3 and 4 give eight aircraft flying in a sphere and cube, respectively. Starting from time 0  t , 369 whether a conflict occurs between any pairs of aircraft could be detected by using the MINLP 370 model. If the answer is affirmative, all aircraft in conflict will be forced to change 371 simultaneously their heading angle and velocity to achieve the separation by accelerating or 372 decelerating and turning left or right, according to the results obtained by solving the MINLP 373 model. It should be pointed out that the assumption of this model is that aircraft are allowed to 374 make heading angle and velocity changes at time 0  t in order to avoid conflicts. 375 Specifically, in case C1-8, aircraft (1) and (6) have a head-to-head conflict situation that can be 376 solved by simultaneously performing small deceleration and right turn, and aircraft (2) and (7) 377 are in a similar situation. However, these aircraft also have a multiple conflict situation with 378 other aircraft in the current airspace, which are solved by adjusting slightly velocity and heading 379 angle. For pairs of aircraft (2)-(8), (4)-(7) in case C2-8, there are head-to-head conflict between 380 them, respectively, solved by simultaneously changing their velocity and heading angle. 381 Additionally, aircraft (1)-(2)-(3) and (5)-(6)- (7) 398 As a follow-up to this paper, the altitude change will be introduced as new maneuver in our 399 model to avoid various possible conflicts by combining the heading angle and velocity changes. 400 Additionally, all aircraft equally accelerate (or decelerate) and turn right (or left) to achieve the 401 separation. This also needs further improvement in future research. 
